Be A Great Stand Up Teach Yourself How To
Master
Right here, we have countless book be a great stand up teach yourself how to master and
collections to check out. We additionally find the money for variant types and moreover type of the
books to browse. The suitable book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as skillfully as various
other sorts of books are readily friendly here.
As this be a great stand up teach yourself how to master, it ends happening subconscious one of the
favored books be a great stand up teach yourself how to master collections that we have. This is why
you remain in the best website to see the unbelievable book to have.

Holding Back The Tears Annie Mitchell 2013-09-16 This is true story about real people is set in
Edinburgh City and Dundee, where a petite Scottish Lassie called Rosie Gilmour, mother to Finlay
Sinclair, receives news of the death of her son - who tragically has taken his own life by hanging. Rosie
pretends her son is still alive by talking to him, for that takes away the unbearable pain of her loss. But
once she begins to face up to the fact that Finlay is not coming back, her conversations become more of
a challenge than she can handle. When memories of her past are triggered by everyday life events, they
take her mind back and forth in time - back to her own childhood days in 1960, when she flirted with
the fairground boys, and to the day she gave birth to Finlay - ''ME LADDIE''. Rosie's Scottish accent
becomes more apparent whenever her emotions are heightened and she begins to recite poetry. She
goes on to reveal doubts about her own self-worth and and how she re-unites her role as mother - a role
she had denied herself for seven years prior to Finlay's death. Rosie learns how to forgive herself and
how to accept her loss with using practical coping strategies that sometimes but not always work for
her. Many voices of different natures and walks of life appear in Rosie's, story with each one offering a
part of their own belief to try and console her in her misery - except that she turns her back on any
advice or support offered. Rosie is convinced that she can cope with her loss on her own and
&quote;needs no help from anyone, thank you&quote; - until a sweet, gentle, soft-spoken voice begins
to travel with her throughout her ordeal, leaving her no other choice but to listen. Eventually moving to
the countryside in Angus, Rosie finds the isolation gives her life a new meaning offering her the
opportunity to re-value her belief's about her own self values and decides the time has come to give her
son a memorial service and invite a chosen few dance companions whom she met on a regular basis in
Edinburgh to honour this day. Rosie begins to accept she will never be the same person she once had
been and shall never be again, believing now her journey through grief taught her many lessons making
her a stronger and better person than she imagined she could ever be.
Zen and the Art of Stand-Up Comedy Jay Sankey 2012-11-12 In this engaging and disarmingly frank
book, comic Jay Sankey spills the beans, explaining not only how to write and perform stand-up comedy,
but how to improve and perfect your work. Much more than a how-to manual Zen and the Art of StandUp Comedy is the most detailed and comprehensive book on the subject to date.
Be a Great Stand-up Logan Murray 2010 Logan Murray has successfully taught the techniques of
stand-up comedy to thousands, and in this book he distills his years of experience into the essential
skills for a great and enjoyable performance. He will help you find your own creative streak and your
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funny side, build the confidence to deliver, and explain the finer details of stagecraft, from dealing with
hecklers to coping with props. There is a full guide to the practicalities, from finding gigs to securing an
agent, with plenty of valuable hints, tips and advice. Drawing on Logan's years of teaching and his own
successful stand-up career, with top tips from some of the most well-known people in the business, it is
guaranteed to bring a smile to both your face and that of your future audience. Be a Great Stand-up
includes: Part one - Theory Chapter 1: Where do jokes come from? Chapter 2: Building a joke Chapter 3:
Comedy ground rules Chapter 4: What sort of comic are you? Part two - Practical sessions Chapter 5:
Unlocking your creativity Chapter 6: Emotional exaggeration Chapter 7: Creating material Chapter 8:
Stagecraft Chapter 9: Microphone technique Chapter 10: Hecklers and crowd control Chapter 11: What
other comics think Chapter 12: Business Chapter 13: Your first gig Chapter 14: The future ABOUT THE
SERIES The Teach Yourself Creative Writing series helps aspiring authors tell their story. Covering a
range of genres from science fiction and romantic novels, to illustrated children's books and comedy,
this series is packed with advice, exercises and tips for unlocking creativity and improving your writing.
And because we know how daunting the blank page can be, we set up the Just Write online community
at tyjustwrite, for budding authors and successful writers to connect and share.
Comedy Writing Self-Taught Gene Perret 2015-01-15 No one is born a comedy writer. No matter how
much innate talent you have, you need to learn, develop, and hone comedy writing techniques to make
it as a professional comedy writer. Fortunately, the best teachers are as close as your TV set. By
studying the great comedians of the past and present, in current shows, reruns, and DVD collections,
you can give yourself a Ph.D. training in comedy writing. In Comedy Writing Self-Taught, Gene Perret, a
three-time Emmy Award winner and former head writer for Bob Hope and Phyllis Diller, teaches you
how to teach yourself the essential principles of writing stand-up comedy, sketch comedy, and sitcom
scripts-all by observing, analyzing, and recreating the work of master comedians and comedy writers.
Entirely designed for self-study at home, Comedy Writing Self-Taught shows you how to select the right
"comedy mentor" for your personal style of comedy, how to analyze your mentor's techniques, and how
to use your mentor's principles in your own original comedy writing. Numerous drills and exercises help
you develop your comedy writing creativity, and there are even more exercises and writing workouts in
the companion volume Comedy Writing Self-Taught Workbook. You'll do the work-and it will require
work-but in return you'll get a master class in professional comedy writing, and you'll have fun doing it.
Book jacket.
Step by Step to Stand-up Comedy Greg Dean 2000 If you think you're funny, and you want others to
think so too, this is the book for you! Greg Dean examines the fundamentals of being funny and offers
advice on a range of topics, including: writing creative joke material rehearsing and performing
routines coping with stage fright dealing with emcees who think they're funnier than you are getting
experience and lots more. Essential for the aspiring comic or the working comedian interested in
updating his or her comedy routine, Step by Step to Stand-Up Comedy is the most comprehensive and
useful book ever written on the art of the stand-up comedian.
Stand Up For Yourself Without Getting Fired Donna Ballman 2012-09-21 Hate your job? Ready to
quit? Facing a layoff before you even have a chance to quit? Is your boss is a flaming jerk? Think you
might have a lawsuit? If any of these scenarios apply to you, you are facing a crucial career moment.
Mistakes and misinformation will cost you dearly. In Stand Up For Yourself Without Getting Fired,
celebrated attorney Donna Ballman provides winning answers to these and many more tough questions,
such as: I think they’re getting ready to lay me off. What can I do? My boss is creating a hostile
environment. Can I sue? What does it mean if I sign a paper saying I’m an independent contractor and
not an employee? Am I exempt from overtime? Whether you’re a recent college grad or an almostbe-a-great-stand-up-teach-yourself-how-to-master
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retiree, newly employed or laid off after 20 years; gay or married with kids; janitor or CEO...Stand Up
For Yourself Without Getting Fired will give you the specific and relevant advice you need to face any
career-threatening situation...and come out ahead. Of course, you could just say, “Screw you guys. I’m
going home!”
Bay Area Stand-Up Comedy: A Humorous History Nina G and OJ Patterson 2022-02 Comedians of
the San Francisco Bay Area changed comedy forever. From visiting acts like Richard Pryor, Steve
Martin and Whoopi Goldberg to local favorites who still maintain their following and legacy, the Bay
Area has long been a place for comedians to develop their voice and hone their stand-up skills. Popular
spots included Cobb's, the Purple Onion, Brainwash, and the holy grail of San Francisco comedy during
the 1980s boom, the Holy City Zoo. For over seventy years, these iconic venues and others fostered
talent like Ali Wong, Moshe Kasher and the Smothers Brothers, introducing them to local crowds and
the world beyond. Join comedians Nina G and OJ Patterson on a hilarious and thoughtful tour through
the history of Bay Area comedy.
Stand Up, Yumi Chung! Jessica Kim 2021-03-16 One lie snowballs into a full-blown double life in this
irresistible story about an aspiring stand-up comedian. On the outside, Yumi Chung suffers from
#shygirlproblems, a perm-gone-wrong, and kids calling her "Yu-MEAT" because she smells like her
family's Korean barbecue restaurant. On the inside, Yumi is ready for her Netflix stand-up special. Her
notebook is filled with mortifying memories that she's reworked into comedy gold. All she needs is a
stage and courage. Instead of spending the summer studying her favorite YouTube comedians, Yumi is
enrolled in test-prep tutoring to qualify for a private school scholarship, which will help in a time of
hardship at the restaurant. One day after class, Yumi stumbles on an opportunity that will change her
life: a comedy camp for kids taught by one of her favorite YouTube stars. The only problem is that the
instructor and all the students think she's a girl named Kay Nakamura--and Yumi doesn't correct them.
As this case of mistaken identity unravels, Yumi must decide to stand up and reveal the truth or risk
losing her dreams and disappointing everyone she cares about.
Assertiveness Judy Murphy 2011-11-21
Stand Up for Yourself: The Kids' Book of Courage Anders Hanson 2014-08-15 Get the courage to
stand up for what you believe in! Stand Up for Yourself: the Kids' Book of Courage will teach kids to try
something new, ask for help, show their talents, share their feelings and tell the truth. This book will
show kids how to use compassion, respect, responsibility, and honesty with those around them. Simple
text and charming pictures will keep kids interested while they learn. It's never too early to help kids
stand up for what is right. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Super
Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Free Roll Brandt Tobler 2017-05-22 Have you ever wondered: What it's like to daily bet hundreds of
thousands of dollars working for some of the largest professional gamblers in Las Vegas? ... How to
spend a summer house sitting one of the biggest stars in the world's 11,000 square-foot mansion without an invitation from it's celebrity owner ... Whether the life of crime - specifically, running a
shoplifting ring in a middle American mall - pays? ... What causes a son to finally say enough is enough
... and decide "Today is the day I am going to kill my dad." Comedian Brandt Tobler has the answers in
this funny, touching and sometimes downright unbelievable memoir of a small town Wyoming-kid
turned "mall-fia" don, turned nationally touring comic. Brand tells his life story with candor, detailing
the many pit stops, wrong turns, crazy connections and lucky breaks he experienced along the way to
his comedy career, all while trying to balance a toxic relationship with his unreliable jailbird dad. In
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these pages Brandt will make you laugh (he better - it's his job!) and believe as he does that, when it
comes to defining family, blood isn't always thicker than water. -- back cover.
Get Up, Stand Up Bob Marley 2019-09-10 Bob Marley's music has inspired millions of listeners around
the world with messages of peace, love, and truth. This third picture book adaptation of one of his
beloved songs has a timely message for children: To counter injustice, lift others up with kindness and
courage. As a young girl goes on with her day in school, she comes across several instances of teasing
and intimidation. But with loving action and some help from her friends, she's able to make things right
for herself and others. With exuberant pictures by John Jay Cabuay accompanying Marley's iconic lyrics,
Get Up, Stand Up is a vibrant testament to the power we all have to make a difference.
Stand Up for Yourself and Your Friends Patti Kelley Criswell 2018-09 This accessible book from
American Girl helps young readers gain the tools to recognize and handle bullying. Includes wise words
to use with bullies, smart ways to ignore them, solid advice on getting an adult's help when needed, and
advice from real girls who have been in similar situations.
Get Started in Stand-Up Comedy Logan Murray 2015-09-29 A new edition of Be A Great Stand-Up, now
fully revised and updated with new material on setting up and running a comedy night and mining
almost any subject for jokes. Logan Murray has successfully taught the techniques of stand-up comedy
to thousands, and in this book he distils his years of experience into the essential skills for a great and
enjoyable performance. He will help you find your creative streak and your funny side, build the
confidence to deliver, and explain the finer details of stagecraft, from dealing with hecklers to coping
with props. There is a full guide to the practicalities, from finding gigs to securing an agent, with plenty
of valuable hints, tips and advice. Drawing on Logan?s years of teaching and his own successful standup career, with top tips from some of the most well-known people in the business, it is guaranteed to
bring a smile to both your face and that of your future audience.
Stand-Up Comedy Judy Carter 1989-08-05 All the world loves a clown and whether you want to clown
around at parties or make a living as a standup comic, comedian Judy Carter can show you how to "do"
comedy.
Getting the Joke Oliver Double 2013-12-16 'This is the kind of book that troubles grey-suited
committees of academic peers. It's too enjoyable. But that, given its subject, is just what it ought to be,
and it treats that subject seriously . . . There isn't a “dull” page anywhere in the book.' – Professor Peter
Thomson, Studies in Theatre and Performance Comedy is changing: stand-up comedians routinely sell
out stadia, their audience-figures swollen by panel-show appearances and much-followed Twitter feeds.
Meanwhile, the smaller clubs are filling up, with audiences as well as aspirants. How can we make
sense of it all? This new edition of Getting the Joke gives an insider's look at the spectrum of modern
comedy, re-examining the world of stand-up in the internet age. Drawing on his acclaimed first edition,
Oliver Double focuses in greater detail on the US scene and its comedians (such as David Cross, Sarah
Silverman, Louis CK, Demetri Martin and Margaret Cho); the 'DIY' comedy circuit and its celebrated
apostles and visionaries, from Josie Long to Stewart Lee; the growing importance of the solo stand-up
show; the role played by Twitter (including an interview with the organiser of the world's first comedy
gig on Twitter), and the driving force that is the TV guest slot, be it on Mock the Week or Live at the
Apollo. With expanded sections on joke construction, as well as ways to challenge the audience, and a
host of new and updated exercises to guide the aspiring comedian, this new edition of Getting the Joke
is the only book to combine the history of stand-up comedy with an analysis of the elements and
methods that go into its creation. Featuring a range of interviews with working comedians – from circuit
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veterans to new kids on the block – combined with the author's vast experience, this is a must read for
any aspiring stand-up comedian.
The Making of a Stand-Up Guy Charlie Murphy 2009-12-01 As one of the most popular performers on
Comedy Central’s mega-hit The Chappelle Show, Charlie Murphy—older brother of comedy legend
Eddie Murphy—shares his passion for comedy and tells his true Hollywood stories in this juicy and
highly entertaining memoir. Once described by Chris Rock as “Eddie Murphy on acid,” Charlie Murphy
has achieved fame as a recurring performer on the critically acclaimed, three-time Emmy-nominated
cult sensation Chappelle’s Show on Comedy Central. Celebrated in particular for his “Charlie Murphy’s
True Hollywood Stories” skits, featuring hilarious renditions of Rick James and Prince, Murphy now
recounts many of the actual stories that inspired these popular sketches in vivid and comical detail in
Doing Time: The Making of a Stand-Up Guy. With his flare for storytelling and his distinctive and
fearless voice, it’s no wonder that Charlie Murphy has been the subject of many featured stories in
numerous magazines, including GQ, Essence, Rolling Stone, and he was recently listed as one of the
Hottest People to Watch in Entertainment Weekly’s “Must List.” Featuring outrageous misadventures as
part of his younger brother Eddie’s entourage, and hysterical encounters with numerous celebrities,
Doing Time: The Making of a Stand-Up Guy is a fascinating and wildly funny chronicle from one of the
most talented comedians today.
Stand Up and Teach Kathleen Gould Lundy 2018-11-13 How can every teacher create and maintain a
well-run classroom full of engaged students? Kathy Lundy moves step-by-step through the nitty-gritty
details of creating a classroom that works for both teachers and students. This honest look at the
complexity of teaching introduces strategies that work and classroom management tips that make a
difference. From building a safe and inclusive classroom, to teaching with imagination and innovation,
to engaging with teacher-mentors, Stand Up & Teach will help every teacher on their journey to become
the educator they want to be.
The Secrets to Writing Great Comedy: A Teach Yourself Guide Lesley Bown 2011-10-27 Explore the
different elements of comedy, using a combination of practical exercises, insight and creative
inspiration Whatever your preferred comic genre, The Secrets to Writing Great Comedy provides
valuable guidance on everything from wordplay and visual humor to plots, comedy characters and
different styles. A section on performance will help you to hone stand-up skills, while chapters on stage
and screen will give techniques and tips on how to craft a sitcom or create a sketch show.
Teach Yourself Stand-Up Comedy Logan Murray 2008-01-29 Don't get heckled! Take charge of the
stage and make 'em laugh every time! Teach Yourself Stand-Up Comedy gives you advice on everything
from securing an agent and scheduling gigs to dealing with props and hecklers. It is perfect for
amateurs just starting in the business.
Stand Up Comedy Logan Murray 2007 Fancy yourself as a comic but unsure where to start? This new
guide to the art of stand-up comedy gives all the tools necessary for a great and enjoyable performance.
It covers the history of humour and what makes us laugh, helps readers find their own creative streak
and their funny side, builds the confidence to deliver, and offers plenty of practical advice on stagecraft,
from dealing with hecklers to coping with props. It offers a full guide to the business side of your hobby,
from finding gigs to securing an agent, with plenty of valuable hints, tips and advice. Authored by a
comic with over 20 years' touring and performing experience, and with top tips from some of the most
well known people in the business, it is guaranteed to bring a smile to both your face and that of your
future audience.
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Teach Yourself Comedy Writing Jenny Roche 1999 Author Jenny Roche shares her firsthand experience
of what it takes to be a successful comedy writer. She takes aspiring comics through every stage, from
creating ideas and learning the craft, to understanding the business and marketing material. All genres
of comedy writing are explored, including jokes, sitcoms, stand-up, cartoons, and comic strips.
Exercises to improve technique are included.
Contrastive Analysis of Discourse-pragmatic Aspects of Linguistic Genres Karin Aijmer 2017-03-29 This
volume will give readers insight into how genres are characterised by the patterns of frequency and
distribution of linguistic features across a number of European languages. The material presented in
this book will also stimulate further corpus-based contrastive research including more languages, more
genres and different types of corpora. This is the first special issue of the Yearbook of Corpus
Linguistics and Pragmatics, a publication that addresses the interface between the two disciplines and
offers a platform to scholars who combine both methodologies to present rigorous and interdisciplinary
findings about language in real use. Corpus linguistics and Pragmatics have traditionally represented
two paths of scientific thought, parallel but often mutually exclusive and excluding. Corpus Linguistics
can offer a meticulous methodology based on mathematics and statistics, while Pragmatics is
characterized by its effort in the interpretation of intended meaning in real language.
Masterclass: Writing Comedy Lesley Bown 2016-07-05 " ?Masterclass: Write Great Comedy will reveal
to both beginners and experienced writers the distinctive features that mark out comedy from other
forms of creative writing. Having identified these, it will help you then to unlock your inner anarchist,
and explore the different elements of comedy, using a combination of practical exercises, insight and
creative inspiration. Whatever your preferred comic genre, you will find guidance on everything from
wordplay and visual humour to plots, comedy characters and different styles. A section on performance
will help you to hone stand-up skills, while chapters on stage and screen will give techniques and tips on
how to craft a sitcom or create a sketch show. Finally, there is a uniquely frank but useful section on the
realities of the markets, and the actualities of going it alone with self-publishing and self-promotion - or
the tools you need to successfully pitch an idea or comic manuscript.? "
Assert Yourself Helen Mayhew 2016-03-30 We're all brought up to be polite, but there are times when
you have to forget what your mother told you and raise your voice. Giving in to other people all the time
only leads to feelings of resentment; and when you do make a stand for yourself you feel guilty. In this
book, as you read, you will do away with these negative feelings and you will be shown how to feel good
about being yourself. The practical advice and sound reasoning will help you to get your own way
without taking advantage of other people. If you don't have the ability or willingness to stand up for
your own beliefs, your life slips away into the control of others. Why is it so important to prevent that
from happening? Because you will become an unhappy person as you would if you never had a friend.
Your mission in life is to live it so that you experience as little needless pain as possible and to employ
your talents to their full worth. You will certainly suffer, even for long periods of time, as you struggle to
learn and become all you can become. But such struggle is necessary for your growth. Later, when you
have become skilled in business, cooking, socializing, tennis, or whatever, a degree of contentment will
enter your life which you never knew when you were a frightened child in an. adult body. To reach your
full growth and to enjoy your earthly life as much as is possible, it is essential that you take an active
interest in yourself. You cannot let others determine the course of your life and expect peace of mind.
Standing up for your-self is one of those powerful human acts which at one stroke can eliminate guilt,
overcome fear, and make anger unnecessary. But it requires the most serious form of self-discipline. In
this, very easy to follow book, you will be shown how you avoid asserting yourself, what the
psychological consequences are when this happens, and how to develop a quiet strength that makes
be-a-great-stand-up-teach-yourself-how-to-master
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others take notice of you without your having to raise your voice or shake a fist.
Assertiveness Judy Murphy 2011-11-21 This book shows you how to be a more confident, assertive
individual. It teaches you the necessary skills to be decisive and in control of your life. With the
information in this guide, you will learn to improve your relationships, move your career forward, and
earn the respect of your friends, family, spouse, co-workers, even your boss.
Get Started in Stand-Up Comedy Logan Murray 2015-03-26 LEARN HOW TO WRITE AND PERFORM
STAND UP COMEDY. A new edition of Be A Great Stand-Up, now fully revised and updated with new
material on setting up and running a comedy night and mining almost any subject for jokes. Logan
Murray has successfully taught the techniques of stand-up comedy to thousands, and in this book he
distills his years of experience into the essential skills for a great and enjoyable performance. He will
help you find your creative streak and your funny side, build the confidence to deliver, and explain the
finer details of stagecraft, from dealing with hecklers to coping with props. There is a full guide to the
practicalities, from finding gigs to securing an agent, with plenty of valuable hints, tips and advice.
Drawing on Logan's years of teaching and his own successful stand-up career, with top tips from some
of the most well-known people in the business, it is guaranteed to bring a smile to both your face and
that of your future audience. As well as full updates throughout the book, this new edition contains
fresh material on how to set up and run a comedy night, mine any subject for jokes and advice on
festivals. ABOUT THE SERIES The Teach Yourself Creative Writing series helps aspiring authors tell
their story. Covering a range of genres from science fiction and romantic novels, to illustrated
children's books and comedy, this series is packed with advice, exercises and tips for unlocking
creativity and improving your writing. And because we know how daunting the blank page can be, we
set up the Just Write online community at tyjustwrite, for budding authors and successful writers to
connect and share.
Be a Great Stand-up Logan Murray 2010-06-25 Logan Murray has successfully taught the techniques
of stand-up comedy to thousands, and in this book he distills his years of experience into the essential
skills for a great and enjoyable performance. He will help you find your own creative streak and your
funny side, build the confidence to deliver, and explain the finer details of stagecraft, from dealing with
hecklers to coping with props. There is a full guide to the practicalities, from finding gigs to securing an
agent, with plenty of valuable hints, tips and advice. Drawing on Logan's years of teaching and his own
successful stand-up career, with top tips from some of the most well-known people in the business, it is
guaranteed to bring a smile to both your face and that of your future audience. NOT GOT MUCH TIME?
One, five and ten-minute introductions to key principles to get you started. AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of
instant help with common problems and quick tips for success, based on the author's many years of
experience. TEST YOURSELF Tests in the book and online to keep track of your progress. EXTEND
YOUR KNOWLEDGE Extra online articles at www.teachyourself.com to give you a richer understanding
of stand-up comedy. FIVE THINGS TO REMEMBER Quick refreshers to help you remember the key
facts. TRY THIS Innovative exercises illustrate what you've learnt and how to use it.
Born Standing Up Steve Martin 2008-09-04 Steve Martin has been an international star for over thirty
years. Here, for the first time, he looks back to the beginning of his career and charmingly evokes the
young man he once was. Born in Texas but raised in California, Steve was seduced early by the comedy
shows that played on the radio when the family travelled back and forth to visit relatives. When
Disneyland opened just a couple of miles away from home, an enchanted Steve was given his first
chance to learn magic and entertain an audience. He describes how he noted the reaction to each joke
in a ledger - 'big laugh' or 'quiet' - and assiduously studied the acts of colleagues, stealing jokes when
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needed. With superb detail, Steve recreates the world of small, dark clubs and the fear and exhilaration
of standing in the spotlight. While a philosophy student at UCLA, he worked hard at local clubs honing
his comedy and slowly attracting a following until he was picked up to write for TV. From here on, Steve
Martin became an acclaimed comedian, packing out venues nationwide. One night, however, he noticed
empty seats and realised he had 'reached the top of the rollercoaster'. BORN STANDING UP is a funny
and riveting chronicle of how Steve Martin became the comedy genius we now know and is also a
fascinating portrait of an era.
A Director’s Guide to the Art of Stand-up Chris Head 2018-07-12 Stand-up: it's the ultimate solo art
form. Yet, behind the scenes, you will increasingly find the shadowy figure of a director. For comics
themselves and for those who support them, this is the first book to give the director's perspective on
creating and performing stand-up comedy. Drawing on his own experience of directing stand-up
alongside speaking to comedians and their directors, Chris Head produces a revealing perspective on
the creative process, comic persona, writing stand-up, structuring material and delivering a
performance. Directors interviewed include Logan Murray, John Gordillo and Simon McBurney, who
between them have directed Eddie Izzard, Michael McIntyre, Milton Jones, Lenny Henry and French &
Saunders. With a foreword by BBC arts editor Will Gompertz and contributions from many other
interviewees including Oliver Double (author of Getting the Joke), this is the only book that goes all the
way from one-liners to theatre via comedy club sets and full-length shows. Perfect for stand-ups from
newbies to pros, students of comedy, academics studying and teaching stand-up and for directors
themselves, A Director's Guide to the Art of Stand-up offers hundreds of inspiring practical insights and
shows how creating the comedian's highly personal, individual act can be a deeply collaborative
process.
How to Be a Stand Up Comedian Simon Cavalli 2013-03-27 Have You Ever Watch In Awe As Someone
Performs Amazing Stand Up Comedy? Ever Thought If You Could Do The Same Thing? Do You Want To
Make People Laugh Endlessly By Becoming A Stand Up Comedian? Why Stand Up Comedy? Being a
stand up comedian is something which many people aspire to become. Stand up comedy has the
tremendous effect of bring a lot of joy to other people. It is perhaps one of the greatest occupation in
the world - bring people laughter in their lives. A stand up comedian is someone who simply goes on
stage and share jokes. The jokes can come from different topics. Stand up comedy is perhaps the most
creative form of entertainment. A stand up comedian requires a lot of guts in order to start off in the
field in the very first place. Do You Have What It Takes To Be A Success In Stand Up Comedy? In How
To Be A Stand Up Comedian - The Beginners Guide Towards Becoming A Successful Stand-up
Comedian, you would learn a step by step method of starting out in stand up comedy. Simon Cavalli has
written a guide on his journey of becoming a stand up comedian. It is filled with methods of preparing
yourself mentally and how to approach a gig. Start Out As A Stand Up Comedian? The most important
chapter is perhaps on how to approach being a stand up comedian for the first time. It involves having
the right mindset to become a stand up. You would learn how to develop a stand up comedian mindset
and to create a comic environment. You would also learn to debunk a great myth in stand up comedy that stand up comedians are extroverts. Simon also shares why stand up comedy is a spiritual
experience as well - a great journey of knowing yourself. You would learn what is important to you, what
tickles your funny bone and how you relate to others. How To Be A Stand Up Comedian For Beginners If
you are someone who has aspiration to become a stand up comedian but simply find it too tough to
start, this guide would help you with the process of observing the stand up comedy masters as well. You
would learn to develop a certain comedic personality and how to write great jokes based on them. You
would learn how to build your joke and create a hilarious punchline. The aspiring stand up comedian
would also learn how to test and polish their jokes. It includes a sub-chapter on "Tips That Would Help
be-a-great-stand-up-teach-yourself-how-to-master
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You Test Your Jokes" and "How Sitcoms Are Being Written". However, it doesn't stop there. You would
learn how to present your jokes and to learn from the various performances. Finally, in the last chapter,
Simon creates a checklist of what it takes to be a great stand up comedian. Before you start your first
stand up comedy gig, be sure to go through this checklist. Stand Up Comedy For Dummies In short,
How To Be A Stand Up Comedian is a great "stand up comedy how to" or the perfect "stand up comedy
for dummies" book. If you are someone with great aspirations in stand up comedy, this book is a great
starting point. In short this book would answer these common questions of aspiring stand up
comedians: How To Prepare For The First Time In Becoming A Stand Up Comedian What Topics Should
You Speak About That Would Get Great Responses How To Write Jokes For Stand Up Comedy How To
Polish And Test Your Jokes If you want to know more about this book, click LOOK INSIDE to learn more
about How To Be A Stand Up Comedian.
Comedy FAQs and Answers Dave Schwensen 2012-02-14 This guide to the world of stand—up comedy,
written in easy—to—use Q&A format, provides current and potential comedians with the nononsense
advice they need for every stage of their careers. Schwensen's lively book features interviews with
many of the top names in stand—up—Ray Romano, George Carlin, Christopher Titus, Weird Al Yankovic,
Margaret Cho—all sharing lessons learned along the way. Additional interviews with club owners, talent
executives, publicists, and others provide behind—the—scenes expertise.
Mastering Stand-Up Stephen Rosenfield 2017-11-01 Stephen Rosenfield, founder and director of the
American Comedy Institute, the premier comedy school in the United States, has taught literally dozens
of major standup comics in North America, and has also pioneered comedy as an academic discipline in
many universities, a trend that is rapidly spreading. Mastering Stand-Up draws on Rosenfield's own
extensive experience (and those of countless stars like Lenny Bruce, Richard Pryor, Chris Rock, Rodney
Dangerfield, Louis C.K., Steve Martin, Roseanne, and Johnny Carson) to show the reader—and would-be
comic—what works, what doesn't, and why. Forty sharply written chapters cover every conceivable
angle of the joke and how to tell it. There are a number of books on comedy and how to do it, but none
has the breadth and authority Rosenfield brings to his theme. It's not for nothing that the New York
Times has described him as "probably the best-known comedy teacher in the country." Rosenfield's
book is sure to become the classic text on its subject. And it should help thousands who long to make
others laugh to realize their fondest hopes.
Self-Education James Umber 2015-08-02 Self-Education Using Self Education to Teach Yourself and
Learn Anything, Achieve Financial Freedom or Land your Dream Job Do you want to improve your life
by learning almost any new skill or skill set you can imagine, from the comfort of your own home, in
your own time? Do you want to simply learn what you want, when you want, for free and build a better
future for yourself and your family? If you answered yes to either of these questions, you have come to
the right place! Let me ask you something else. Are you one of the few people smart enough to break
away from the crowd and realize that there is a much better, faster, easier, cheaper and more efficient
way of learning? That's exactly what self-education is! It's so cheap and can fit within ANY budget, even
if you don't want to spend a single penny, it's up to you! In this book James show us how we can find a
lot of free information to educate ourselves on pretty much any topic you can think of. He talks about
the various benefits of self-education (which there are a lot of!), gives examples of some famous
household names that are surprisingly all self-educated, tells us how we can educate ourselves with
motivational tips and tricks to keep you on track, information on goal setting and much, much more
besides. This book is packed with fantastic information that will get you started on the path to a
brighter and better tomorrow, no matter what direction you want to go in, from making money from the
comfort of your own home, to starting a new career and even building on your existing skill set at your
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current job, this book is here to help!
From Stand-Up Comedian to Stand-Up Teacher Mike Rivera 2016-02-09 From "Stand-up Comedian
to Stand-up Teacher" is the story of Mike Rivera, "America's Most Hilarious Teacher." Talented and
experienced in the worlds of both comedy and teaching, Mike brings together the unique perspectives
of a nationally touring stand-up comedian, and an award-winning teacher, with the purpose of
invigorating today's American classroom. He calls this "The Comedy/Teaching Craft" and "The STANDUP Strategies."
Young, Funny and Unbalanced David Smithyman 2012-06-01 Young, Funny and Unbalanced is a
guide for teenagers to learn stand-up comedy by the Kids 'N Comedy team. It gives step by hilarious
step to funny teens and tweens who want to learn stand-up comedy. This workbook give examples for
each comic to help develop their routine.
Stand-Up Comedy Judy Carter 2010-03-03 If you think you’re funny, buy this book! Whether you dream
of becoming a star . . . A better public speaker . . . A more effective communicator . . . A funnier,
happier human being . . . You can learn to leave ‘em laughing! David Letterman learned to do it. Jay
Leno learned to do it. Roseanne Barr learned to do it. So can you! Now successful stand-up comic Judy
Carter—who went from teaching high school to performing in Las Vegas, Atlantic City, Lake Tahoe, and
on over 45 major TV shows—gives you the same hands-on, step-by-step instruction she’s taught to
students in her comedy workshops. She shows you how to do it: create an act, perform it, make money
with it, or apply it to everyday life. Discover: • The formulas for creating comedy material • How to find
your own style • The three steps to putting your act together • Rehearsal do’s and don’ts • What to do if
you bomb • Ways to punch up your everyday life with humor
Off the Mic Deborah Frances-White 2015-08-27 What is it to be a stand-up comedian? To be funny, solo?
You have no character-role, no double-act partner, and nowhere to look but out into the darkness, with
just a microphone, an audience and your imagination. This is a job without an annual appraisal; a job
where you are publicly appraised every ten seconds. The results are harsh and obvious: if the audience
isn't laughing, you 'died'; if they can't stop, you 'killed'. Deborah Frances-White and Marsha Shandur
unpack the inner-workings of the minds of comics, sharing their secrets, insecurities and successes;
their bêtes noires and their biggest fears. Featuring interviews with a host of comedians including
Eddie Izzard, Moshe Kasher, Sarah Millican, Jim Jeffries, Stewart Lee, Lewis Black, Jenny Eclair, Todd
Barry, Richard Herring, Marc Maron, Stephen K Amos, Rich Hall, Zoe Lyons, Marcus Brigstocke, Phill
Jupitus, Gary Delaney, Mark Watson, Greg Davies and many more, this excellent book lets you in to the
hearts and minds of celebrated comedians, away from the stage and off the mic.
Serious Guide to Joke Writing Sally Holloway 2010 This comprehensive joke writing masterclass has
been devised for beginners and experienced joke writers alike. The techniques you will learn can be
used again and again to write funny and original material. You hold in your hands the key to unlocking
your inner comedy genius.
Do You Talk Funny? David Nihill 2016-03-08 Public speaking can be terrifying. For David Nihill, the
idea of standing in front of an audience was scarier than cliff jumping into a thorny pit of spiders and
mothers-in-law. Without a parachute or advanced weaponry. Something had to change. In what doesn't
sound like the best plan ever, David decided to overcome his fears by pretending to be an accomplished
comedian called "Irish Dave" for one full year, crashing as many comedy clubs, festivals, and shows as
possible. One part of the plan was at least logical: he was already Irish and already called Dave. In one
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year, David went from being deathly afraid of public speaking to hosting a business conference,
regularly performing stand-up comedy and winning storytelling competitions in front of packed houses.
And he did it by learning from some of the best public speakers in the world: stand-up comedians. Do
You Talk Funny?: 7 Comedy Habits to Become a Better (and Funnier) Public Speaker shows how the key
principles of stand-up comedy can be applied to your speaking engagements and presentations to make
you funnier, more interesting, and better looking. (Or at least two of the three.) Whether you are
preparing for a business presentation, giving a wedding toast, defending your thesis, raising money
from investors, or simply want to take on something you're afraid of, this book will take you from sweaty
to stage-ready. You'll learn how to: - Craft a story and content that your audience will want to listen to Find the funniest parts of your material and how to get to them faster - Deal with stage fright - Master
the two most important parts of your performance: timing and delivery Ten percent of the author's
proceeds from this book will go to Arash Bayatmakou via Help Hope Live until he is fully back on his
feet and thereafter to one of the many facing the same challenges after suffering a severe spinal cord
injury.
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